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Metro 2033 redux weaponsmith guide

Note: It is only used to report spam, advertising, and problematic (harassment, fighting, or rude) posts. in: Metro 2033 Video Game, Metro Redux, Achievements Edit Share Weaponsmith is for other purposes. Please refer to Weaponsmith for other meanings. 40 (Xbox) Kill at least 1 enemy for each weapon available in the game. 30
(Xbox) (Playstation) Kill at least one enemy for each weapon available in the game. Weaponsmith is an achievement/trophy for Metro 2033 and Metro 2033 Redux, awarded to get at least one to kill each weapon in the game. Metro 2033, it is only available with ranger pack installed. Mounted weapons don't go down that achievement.
Review[edit | edit source] Metro 2033 it is not cumulative, which means that you have to kill within one chronological game-session game (ie: no chapter to choose from, even after beating one). This can be a tricky achievement to get because weapons are not listed in the in-game and many weapons can only be obtained in certain
places. In Redux, it's cumulative. So if you are missing some weapons, such as Hellbreath or Heavy Automatic Shotgun, you can always go to a chapter where it can be found/purchased and then kill the enemy later or in its next chapter. Metro 2033 and Metro 2033 Redux have different weapons and locations. List weapons[edit | edit
source] Metro 2033 Weapons[edit | edit source] Revolver: Can be acquired by Hunter. Kill all the n parts Bastard: Can not miss. Duplex: Can't miss. VSV: You can buy Arsenaly, Ulman also leaves one for you to pick up at the start of the Black Station. Tihar: You can acquire Lost Tunnels, as well as Frontline. Heavy Automatic Shotgun:
You can acquire armory station or Sparta. Sticky grenades: Found in the Bridge box can be opened the first railcar can climb with the second box of three dolls, which gives Moral Point when squeezed and can also be purchased by several vendors trenchKnife: Starting the gun. Throwing Knives: You can acquire a bandit body in lost
tunnels after Bourbon quietly kills it. Metro 2033 Redux Weapons[edit | edit source] Revolver: Supplied to you during the Hunter Bastard: Given to you an exhibition of the arsenal of The Duplex: Given to you during Chase Kalash: Can be acquired during a Bourbon backpack at the beginning dry kalash 2012: Can be found on the Nazi
base of one enemy (campfire near the generator, where commissar stands) and Polis seller and Church Helsing: Can be found in Dead City and seller Armory Tikhar: Can be found in Lost Tunnels and Frontline VSV: You can buy a seller armory and defense, you also one given to you during the Black Station Hellbreath: Only found
vendors Arsenaly and Church Shambler : You can buy a seller market bigun: Can only be purchased by vendors in Polis and Church of Abzats: Can only be acquired by Vladimir's Arsenal church free Flamethrower: Obtained at the beginning of The Dark Star, carries over D6 when not dropped trench knife: Shine weapon, you start with it
(Metro Redux press Q silent kill or V close combat trench knife) Fragmentation grenades: Can usually be found from various loot sources or any seller of the game Sticky Grenades: Can be found from various loot sources or any seller of the game incendiary grenades: Can be found from various loot sources or any seller of the game
Multiplication Knives: Can be found in various loot sources such as target boards or any seller of the game Solid [edit | edit source] Standard Method (Metro 2033 &amp; Redux)[edit | edit source] Prologue - Kill Watchers with Kalash 2012 you have (prologue does not seem to take into account the direction of achievement, so you may
need to wait until later in the game when you get your hands on another AK-2012). Hunter - Kill N partial here using his knife and revolver. Chase - Use you to kill Pavel until Zhenya gives you a Duplex. Finish them off with the Duplex. Lost Tunnel - After a short walk through the tunnel, service left. One Tihar is lying on top of a corpse. Kill
one of the prowlers hanging around Tihar at the same level, if you have a Ranger Pack, you can get the Volt Driver area bandits. (Not available in Redux) Again on the same level, Bourbon kills a drunken bandit with a throwing knife. Take the body and kill a bandit with it. Dry – Take Kalash and Uboinik Bourbon are left with you in vents.
Kill the kabarip bandits. Ghosts - Kill the n partial at the end of the level Uboinik you got back dry. Arsenaly - If you have an appropriate DLC, get Abzats from Andrew's room and kill the soldier in front of the line with it. Frontline - Get Helsing in the back room of the tunnel and kill the Nazi detimut (it will also become an achievement rescue
ranger and not available in Redux). Kill some Nazis or communists using a grenade. Black Station – Take VSV Ulman has given you and kill all with it. (Redux only: There is also a Nazi commander/senior officer who carries an AK-2012. Alternatively, to get this church you can pick up here and kill another soldier with it) Polis – Don't buy
an AK-2012 yet, instead buy Bigun (Redux only) and fight off watchmen with it. Depository or Archives - Use a sticky grenade to kill the Librarian (It will also become an achievement of the Heavy Reader) Church - Get an AK-2012 here, and use it to fight the N.C.A. Dungeon and Caves. Dark Star - Use a hand-held flamethrower to kill the
Nosalis horde (Redux only) After you have used all these weapons throughout the game, the game should inform you that you have received achievement. Aggressive method (Metro 2033)[edit | edit source] Unnamed levels should be moved though quickly, but still played out, picking up kills that were missed Do not miss any levels. Start
with Armory Station, preferably bastard, although one can be found in a ditch on the Frontline. It is probably best to turn difficulty down and buy Heavy Armor to reduce the number of retests you need to do. Take either a Volt Driver or a Heavy Automatic Shotgun and continue to the end of the level. Don't forget what you took. Frontline
Use grenades to kill communists receiving instructions from their leader. Later try to get killed by a sticky grenade. Kill with your revolver. Get killed with your list or one you can find. Turn it on the AK-74M shortly there afterwards. Get killed with an AK-74M. Get killed by your special weapon you picked up and then replace it with Tihar at
the beginning of the level. Kill with Helsinki in the Nazi camp. Keep an eye on the duplex and kill it if you can. Get killed with an automatic shotgun. Get killed by throwing a knife. You can try to kill the knife, but it is not recommended. Defense Get a knife to kill if you haven't been before, it's an easy environment to do it. Child Find one of
several duplets with corpses and get killed if you haven't before. Black station, kill with VSV. Kill Helsinki if you didn't do it on the frontline. Polis Buy Kalash 2012, if you can afford it. Alley Get killed by ak-2012 if you bought it. Sparta, take another special weapon you didn't get at the armory. Pick up Kalash 2012 if you need it. D6 area, kill
that last special weapon. It can be easily done with the Dark Star. Get killed found in Kalash in 2012 if you didn't buy or pick up in advance. Achievement should be earned (it can take a few minutes for the Steam version to inform the player). If it's not earned, stop all the latest killings with weapons that might have been missed before.
Some of these weapons are not possible to get restarted, if this is the case, then the best solution may be to restart. Stealth Alternate (Metro 2033) [edit | edit source] Unnamed levels should be moved though quickly, but still played out, picking up kills that were missed before. Do not miss any levels. Lost Tunnels After Bourbon kills a
drunken guard bandits hideout, grab a throwing knife and kill the first guard patrolling the area (you also have the chance to kill two more guards by throwing knives without warning the rest). There's some bandits next to the fire, kill them with a grenade. You will find the first of the three Volt Driver present in the game, grab a gun and
score a kill with it. Dry This is one of two chances of a simple and demonstrable sticky grenade kill that will also help get Sticks As Bur's achievement. After dealing with the bandits in your preferred method, find the box maze at the end of the level. There is a guard smoking hookah that can kill a sticky grenade rather Just take your time
and aim to throw. Armory Station Buy stealth suit and bring heavy automatic shotgun with you. Frontline Using your stealth suit will bypass the entire level without firing a shot. If you want, you can kill the last guard and run the door to the exit level, scoring to kill a heavy automatic shotgun. Depot Kill n partial jumping in front and/or on the
right side of the armored cart is very easy to kill with a throwing knife (but you unpack the knife). If you want, you can use your Heavy Automatic Shotgun Defense Note: this is the level you are likely to be most active. Kill the two with a heavy automatic shotgun if you didn't do it before. If you did not kill anything by throwing a knife, you can
do it now too, the beginning of the fight n partial attacking from the left side to run in a straight line artyom, is a very simple target even in ranger mode. If you didn't kill your ditch knife, this last easy way to do it. You can also find an Automatic Shotgun nearby if there's a chance you can grab and score a kill or you can wait until the child
level. Kill - heap - things with Kalash. After entering the station kill the first lurker with your revolver. Next to the dead guard is Tihar, take it and kill the stalker. You'll find Helsing in one of the top rooms of hole station, grab and kill the lurker if you want. There are several Duplets available, you can kill the lurker with it or wait until the child
level. Child After choosing a child to kill Luker with the Bastard, you will find one right next door after you chose him If you did not kill something duplet or automatic shotgun there are several available throughout the level. Since the prowlers come in timed waves and the child warns you before they attack, it's an easy way to kill some
grenades if you didn't sooner. Outpost This is another easy way to score a verifiable kill sticky grenade if you didn't make it to the dry station. After the hole station and going upstairs you will notice a small house away from the outpost. There are two Nazis in this house, the first being returned to the door and blocking the second Nazi view
so they don't see you at first. Choose your sticky grenade and watch the fire work. Since the level cannot be stopped in full in secret mode and Artyom must fight at least the final floor of the building, the outpost will be warned of an explosion, but it will not be much of a problem. Black Station If you don't before it is a place to get killed by
throwing a knife, just aim for the head, neck or back, preferably a lone guard. This place is also good for getting Helsing killed if you haven't before. Send to kill vsv ulman offers. Polis If you have money to buy Kalash 2012. Alley After leaving the station and walking a few steps the mutant appears on the roof and you should achieve
achievement. Sparta If you do not have the money to buy Kalash in 2012 you will have to wait until going to Sparta, choosing one Vladimir and killing the actors of the Dark Star. If you exchanged heavy automatic shotgun for the Volt Driver at the beginning of this guide you will also have to wait until going to Sparta to get it. D6 Area If
achievement is not earned, finish the last kills with weapons you think you've missed before. Some of these weapons are not possible to get restarted, if this is the case, then the best solution may be to restart. Metro 2033 Video Game Metro Redux Achievements Community Content is available on CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated.
Noted.
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